~Event Agenda~

8:30am  Sign In / Breakfast  MAIN HALL EXHIBITS

8:50am  Welcome

9:00am  SNAP-ON  New Tools and Diagnostic Equip.

9:30am  FIRESTONE  Seasonal Performance & Safety

10:00am  ATLANTIC STATES  Diesel Emission Standards

10:45am  GENERAL MOTORS

11:15am  FORD

11:45am  CHRYSLER

12:15pm  3M  Vehicle visibility and safety technology

12:45pm  Closing / Lunch  MAIN HALL EXHIBITS

- Featuring -
  - VENDOR Products and Information
  - "Tricks of the Trade" Vehicle Upfitting Displays and Info
  - UNIFORM Manufacturing and Vendor SHOWCASE for Law Enforcement, First Responders, DPW Professionals

MAIN HALL EXHIBITS:
- COMPARE POLICE SEDANS, SUV’S, AND TRUCKS
- ‘ALTERNATIVE FUEL’ AND OTHER FLEET OPTIONS
- ON-SITE ANALYSIS DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT

SPECIAL EXHIBITS:
"Tricks of the Trade" VEHICLE UPFITTING OPTIONS

INTRODUCING NEW LIGHTING AND WARNING DEVICES BY

VEHICLE GRAPHIC AND STRIPING PRODUCTS

UNIFORM SHOWCASE

WESTCHESTER COUNTY CENTER
198 Central Ave, White Plain, N.Y.

Please contact WCDPW to register: ISA2@westchestergov.com  (914) 995 - 4961